Preparations for the Vassar-Wellesley Debate.

Owing to the failure to arrange satisfactorily by letter the conditions of the Vassar-Wellesley debate, three members of the Debate Committee, May V. Landis (Chairman) 1903, Kate Lord 1905, and Clara More 1904, left for Vassar on Monday of this week. The College News takes this opportunity to tell something of their trip, both its special result in regard to the holding of the debate, and the opportunity it gave to see something of another large woman's college. The members of the committee, leaving Boston at eight o'clock, A.M., reached Poughkeepsie about half after five and went straight to the main building of the college. It may be interesting to members of Wellesley to know that you go from the station to Vassar on the car, and not in the lordly carriages that we patronize here. The main building of Vassar, standing at the end of a wide approach, has much the same appearance as College Hall—a long, imposing building with wings on either end, though an addition in the shape of a library that has been added at the entrance destroys somewhat its symmetry. The committee had the pleasure before dinner of taking tea in the Senior Parlor. Without any desire to make invalid comparisons, we cannot pass over this opportunity to indulge in a short rapture over this parlor. It is the pride of the Senior Class, and justly so, for the brasses, the carved chairs, the old bronzes, and the flowers in every corner make it a thing of beauty. After dinner, in a dining-room quite as large and noisy as that of College Hall, all Vassar goes to chapel. The service is, at present, held in the building, but a beautiful chapel is in course of construction near the President's house. After playing for a little while, the two committees settled down to work. In a meeting that lasted about three hours, a perfectly satisfactory conclusion was reached concerning the conditions under which the debate is to be held. Apart from purely technical points, the most interesting decisions, were, briefly: that the debate should be held at Vassar College, April twenty-fifth; that Vassar shall have the choice of the side, leaving the selection of the question to Wellesley, and that both sides may have the assistance of an alumnus coach. A long discussion over this last question made perfectly plain the standpoint of both colleges in this matter. Needless to say, both Vassar and Wellesley desire that the work of this debate should be the work of the respective colleges, and that it should represent the colleges alone. For this reason neither of them desire to have an outside coach, that is, a coach that has no connection with the college.

It should be perfectly understood that although this plan has been definitely forbidden by the faculty of Vassar College, it was desired by the members of neither committees. It may be just as well, also, to clear up any conception that may exist concerning the preparation of Vassar for this debate. A comparison of the courses required in both colleges, and the amount of academic debating done in both, shows that the two colleges stand on practically the same level in regard to their experience in the work of debating. At the same time, Wellesley was unwilling to place upon the shoulders of an undergraduate alone, the extra work and responsibility that would come from the coaching of the chosen team. This choice of an alumnus coach, to direct the coaching, assisted by undergraduates, will remove any such undue pressure, will give both colleges the advantage of a wider experience, a broader outlook, and a greater leisure than that of an undergraduate, and will at the same time keep the affair wholly in the hands of the colleges.

The arrangements for the debate having been completed on Monday evening, Tuesday morning was devoted to seeing the college grounds and buildings. The four dormitories beside the main building, Raymond, Strong, Lathrop and Davidson, are sunny, cheerful buildings much like our houses on the Hill, full of attractive rooms. There are no recitations or lectures held in any of the buildings where the students are living, but all are conducted in a large hall devoted to this purpose. The Wellesley pride that sank at the sight of the splendidly equipped Science Building, and the Gymnasium, with cool swimming pool, and shower baths, rose again at the thought of our Art Building and Boat House, and Chapel, our shady grounds, and lake, that even in the face of "Sunset" and the Pine Walk, lost none of their beauty. We sometimes forget how extraordinarily fortunate we are in our outdoors. As the members of the committee left Vassar, they thought with pleasing reminiscences that the cordial, open-handed spirit of college girls is much the same everywhere. Vassar or Wellesley. We can look forward with greater pleasure than ever to our visit there, when we go down to wrestle in debate in April.

Apropos of the recent decision in regard to the Vassar-Wellesley debate, there is a word to be said as to what that decision means. With the certainty that it really is to be in just three months from now, comes to each one of us a sense of responsibility. Last year, at the time of the call for trials to be held next spring, reports were made to the effect that the response was slight, and that Wellesley's patriotism was lacking in that particular. While we indignantly denied any such statement, and realized that the enthusiasm over the debate was strong and wide-spread in college, we were, each and every one of us, forced to admit that the number of trial speeches was not as great as we should have liked.

This year, when one debate has actually come off, the temptation to stand aside and let somebody else speak in the trials, will be stronger than ever. We feel that upon those who did active work in the debate last year, will devolve the responsibility of doing it this year; that only the people who are recognized as good speakers, who have been on the Debating Club this year, should be expected to compete for the team, but that is the feeling we ought to have. Every student in college who has in the smallest degree the "gift of tongues," ought to exercise it in the trials for this debate. If we are going to have intercollegiate debating, we want to put just as much enthusiasm into it as possible. We want the chapel to be crowded at the time of the trials, both with speakers and hearers; we want to carry this new burden which we have thoughtful ly and voluntarily laid upon ourselves with a concerted, united strength that shall sweep before it all doubts and difficulties, surmount all obstacles, and enable us to come out in April none the worse for the energy we have put into our second Vassar-Wellesley debate.
A report reached the Editors last week, said to come from members of the Alumnae, to the effect that College News did not contain enough alumnae notes.

While the Editors are always glad to receive suggestions for improving the News in any way possible, it being their first desire to make it an acceptable sheet in every particular, they cannot help wondering if the readers who made this complaint are realizing on what it reflects. The only possible means of obtaining information concerning the alumnae is through the alumnae themselves, and any failure in the receipt of such information is of course due to their lack of response. The present manager of the alumnae department has been this year untried in her efforts to secure items. She has written personal letters, made public appeals through the columns of the News, kept herself thoroughly in touch with the Alumnae register, and, in short, done everything that is possible for a resident of the College to do, in order to obtain outside information. The result has been a generally uniform number of items, filling each week one column of the News. For some reason which is extremely elusive and intangible, the alumnae of Wellesley seem to have in a very small degree the sense of the necessity of supporting the Wellesley publications, either by their subscriptions or their information. We published a few weeks ago a statement concerning the marked contrast between the large alumnae subscription to the Smith College Monthly which enables it to publish entirely without advertisements, and the very small list of subscribers, other than undergraduates, to the Smith College Monthly.

It is a Positive Fact

that during the last year, since moving into our new store, we have made a great impression upon the public that there is a store catering to people who want to buy good, honest, worthy articles at prices that are a happy medium between the extravagant and the very cheap. Thousands of new friends have spoken most kindly in favor of our policy to present good, serviceable goods at medium prices. We tell no big stories—make no special boast—simply work early and late to serve our friends and help make new ones.

—It's the Store Next to Honey's.—

Long

41 Summer St.,
BOSTON.

Glasses

It is a fact that our Glasses combine the most accurate construction with perfect adjustment at a saving to you of from 10 to 20 per cent. Is this worth your consideration?

Pinkham & Smith,
PRESCRIPTION OPTICIANS.
288 Boylston Street, Boston.

Wellesley Magazine and College News. There is a very interesting comparative investigation on this very point of alumnae support of college publications, whose results will be announced later. But apropos of the lack of alumnae news, that is a matter which the editors cannot govern. They make every effort possible to secure items of interest, and there are some members of the alumnae whom they would like to thank most warmly for the help that they have given. But on the whole the support is not as strong as it should be, and the editors feel that if this is due to a misunderstanding or non-realization on the part of the alumnae of their necessary share in the matter, nothing better can be done than to make a frank statement of the fact. If we are to have a flourishing alumnae department, we must have alumnae support; and the editors are sure that this mention of the subject will be sufficient to explain their position in the matter, and guard against any further misunderstanding.

Shepard, Norwell & Co.

Have a Special Department devoted to Gloves for young ladies, just as you enter the store, Winter Street side. . .

Shepard, Norwell & Co.
**COLLEGE CALENDAR.**

Monday, January 19, 7.30, P. M., concert by the Belcher String Quartet.

Tuesday, January 20, 7.30, P. M., meeting of Division A of the Debating Club.

Friday, 23, 4.15, P. M., meeting of Student Government Association in College Hall Chapel.


7.00, P. M., vespers with special music.

Monday, January 26, 7.30, P. M., in College Hall Chapel, lecture before the Latin Department by Professor Minton Howard of Harvard, on the subject: "Glimpses of Roman Life through Inscriptions."

Wednesday, January 28, mid-year examinations begin.

Sunday, February 1, services in Houghton Memorial Chapel. Sermon by Dr. Van Dyke of Princeton.

---

**Concert by the Belcher String Quartette.**

On Monday evening, January 19, the college had the great pleasure of hearing a concert by the Belcher String Quartette of Boston. It was as interesting as it was unusual for us to have the opportunity of hearing a quartette composed of girls about our own age, and we looked on these talented players with something like envy stirring in our usually satisfied hearts. Their work seemed so finished, so complete, and above all was a source of such very keen enjoyment to their hearers, that our books became suddenly dry and selfish, and we went back to the copying of our thirty-page short stories with a strong consciousness of the entire lack of enjoyment which they were destined to give any one. Of course this feeling passed—we have a girl ever known to envy any one long?—but the impression of the beautiful music given us by girls scarcely older than we, must remain as one of our most satisfying concert-memories.

The Wellesley College Orchestra, at the kind suggestion of President Hazard, has taken the name of "The Terpsichorean."

Miss Mary Dewson, Miss Abbie Paige and Miss Wheeler were in Wellesley at a meeting of Phi Sigma on Wednesday, January 21.

Miss Clara Willis was in Wellesley, Wednesday, January 21, at a meeting of Society Zeta Alpha.

A meeting of the Student Government Association was held in College Hall Chapel on January 23. Resolutions of the Association in regard to the death of Professor Wendebach were passed, and it was voted that a committee should be appointed to attend to the choosing of a suitable memorial in her memory. Miss Landis, chairman of the Wellesley Vassar Debate Committee, presented a report of the work that has been done by that committee, including the joint meeting held at Vassar on Monday, January 19. Miss Torrey also brought before the Association the question of establishing a fire brigade in the college, and after a discussion of the question, it was voted that a committee be appointed to attend to the establishing of such a brigade. There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.

---

**PICTURES BY**

Christy, Remington, Hutt, Gilbert,

and Calendars by

Annis Dunbar Jenkins,

FOR SALE AT

The Wellesley Inn.

---

**SLATTERY,**

Theatrical Wigs and Make-up,

226 Tremont Street, Boston.

Near Touraine, Opp. Majestic Theatre.

**CURLS, SWITCHES, POMPADOURS TO ORDER.**

---

**Standard Imperial Paper**

CLOTH FINISH,

BLUE, GREEN AND PEARL GRAY,

10c LB. ENVELOPES 5c PACK.

TRY IT.

**HOOPER, LEWIS & CO.,**

107 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON

STATIONERS.

---

**MILLINGRY,**

**VEILINGS,**

**NECKDRESS.**

We exchange goods if not perfectly satisfactory.

Special Discounts to Students of Wellesley College.

---

**Mme. Gookin Co., HEADDRESSER, NECKDRESSER**

11-15 Temple Place, - Boston, Mass.

---

**L. P. HOLLANDER & CO.**

OPENING OF NEW DESIGNS IN

Ladies’ Gowns and Coats

FOR EARLY SPRING WEAR.

New Wash Fabrics and Foulards.

202 to 216 Boylston Street and Park Sq., Boston
COLLEGE NOTES.

THE DEBATING CLUB.

On Tuesday, January 20, Division A of the club held its regular meeting. The debate was the best that has taken place since the formation of the club. This fact may be partly due to the change of method,—the subject and speakers were posted Monday morning, so the girls had time for some preparation. And really, it is no harder to be prepared to speak on one subject than on twenty.

The debaters on the affirmative, were Ethel Dixon, Harriet Willcox and Harriet Silsbee; on the negative, Pauline Eggeston, Harriet Thrall and Mrs. Carlin. The question for discussion was, "Should the duty on anthracite and bituminous coal be annulled?" The audience acted as judge, and declared the result a tie, one side receiving five points for substance and three for manner, the other, three for substance and five for manner.

"God's Troubadours," the story of the Life of Saint Francis of Assisi, by Minnie Sophi Jewett, associate professor of English Literature, is now appearing in The Churchman.

"Daphne, an Autumn Pastoral" by Miss Margaret Sherwood, associate professor of English Literature, is announced for publication during 1903 in the Atlantic Monthly.

A business meeting of the Christian Association was held Thursday evening, January 15, in College Hall Chapel.

The principal feature of the meeting was a discussion of proposed amendments to the constitution; one regarding the withdrawal of members from the Association, and the other providing that every religious and philanthropic organization in the college should be allowed to have a representative member on the board of directors of the Christian Association, said members having the privileges of voting on matters attended to by this board, only upon becoming members of the Christian Association.

The latter question created much discussion among the members present, and should be considered by all members of the Association. The amendments were not voted upon, but will be further discussed at a future meeting.

Resolutions of the Board of Directors for 1902-1903 were read; one new member was taken into the Association; and the Day of Prayer for this year was announced. It comes Sunday, February 8.

Respectfully submitted,

MADELINE STEELE.

On Sunday, January 11, the Student Volunteers held an open meeting, at which a number of girls who do not belong to the Band, were present. Miss Torrey led the meeting, speaking especially of the need of personal Christian work in the college. The discussion of ways to reach and help the girls about us was interesting and practical. The Volunteers extend an cordial invitation to all who are interested, or who wish to become interested in their cause, to come to their meetings. Notice of the meetings are always posted on the Christian Association Bulletin Board.

Miss Mary A. Stowell, of the Music Department, has been suddenly called to her home in Peoria, Illinois, by the death of her father.

At a meeting of the Agora held Wednesday, January 21, Helen Brown, '05, and Mary Kelly, '06 were initiated.

RIDING HABITS

of Every Description.

LADIES’ TAILOR

and Habit Maker.

SMYTHE,

BOSTON 383 Boylston Street.
THE PARLIAMENT OF FOOLS.
THE JYN JAWR, WELLESLEY INTERCOLLEGIATE TIDLEDYWINKS.

The College News counts it a pleasure to make public a suggestion lately brought up by some of the spirited girls of the college, in view of our present interest in the Vassar-Wellesley Debate. What we are called on to consider is the advisability of challenging Jyn Jawr College to a Tiddleywinks contest to be held sometime this spring. This is bound to be a live question shortly, but before it is brought up formally, it may be well to take a calm inquiring look over the ground. As we examine the most obvious aspects of the question, it strikes us as a pleasing subject for debate in English 15, and so for the convenience of that class, we venture to put the considerations as systematically as time permits.

Just as, not long ago, girls here at Wellesley didn't dream of the pleasure and intellectual training to be got from debating, so, we fear, the appreciation of the possibilities of tiddleywinks playing is sadly limited in our community; but, in spite of our well-known ambitions for the widening of college girls' interests, we realize that there are many arguments against encouraging intercollegiate contests in the game.

What we have just remarked above, as to the comparative ignorance of the game here, leads to the query: Are we ready to play another college? As in all proposed contests of this kind, we should not dash ahead into the other man's field until we are sure of putting up a creditable fight. Now, of course, there are many girls here who play tiddleywinks, some who play well and constantly, girls who never let their college work interfere with it; but these are discouragingly few, and we should not consider the matter unless—or, until—there is more general and intelligent interest manifested in tiddleywinks.

And then, even if we were well enough in practice, with enough capable girls to draw a good tiddleywinks team from, how will our challenge look to the world? Will it not render us unduly conspicuous, would not the game force us into unwelcome prominence? It is not a usual thing for women's colleges to play tiddleywinks, and of course it would get into the papers. Fancy the possible headlines all over the country, when it became known that Wellesley College was to play Jyn Jawr at tiddley-winks! This is certainly not pleasant for young ladies to think about.

Allied to such a consideration is that one touching our sex tradition. Would not the game tend to remove some of our feminist bloom? While debating is not a new or unknown thing for women to shine in, tiddleywinks playing seems a bit out of our class. We should have to take great care to do it in just as sudden a way as we could.

Again, there are academic considerations. Can our college work stand the introduction of another interest? Will it not tend to lower our standard if we take away from their work another team beside the one preparing for the Vassar Debate? The physical strain entailed in adding tiddleywinks practice-periods to our already full schedule will have occurred to every one.

When we consider the question of precedent, our decision may not be so adverse. We are always too much afraid here at Wellesley of establishing precedents. This is too big a question here, however, and must be left to the college at large for decision. But there is one result of such a game which we may welcome; that is, the introduction of courses in tiddleywinks in the curriculum, and possibly even the formation of a tiddleywinks club, in view of future intercollegiate games.

There are many minor questions to raise in connection with our discussion; which college should have the first shot, whether the women should be of Wellesley blue or Jyn Jawr colors, and so on. But it is the main issue only that is meat for discussion here; we hope the student body will consider all aspects of it when the time comes. We close by suggesting a cheer to be used if we have a tiddleywinks contest with Jyn Jawr.

Here's to Jyn Jawr College.
Wink her down!

Here's to Jyn Jawr College,
Wink her down.

Here's to Jyn Jawr College
For vis she there get their knowledge,
Wink her down, wink her down;
Wink her down, down, down!

Madame Des Rochers, Corsets and Hygienic Supplies.
(French Corsets Duplicated.)

TOILET ARTICLES AND HAIR GOODS

Manicure, Facial Massage, Electrolysis, Hair Dressing, Scalp Treatment, Chiropody.

MARCEL WAVE A SPECIALTY.

37 & 41 Temple Place.
Telephone 1469-7 Oxford.

William Leavens & Co.

Furniture Manufacturers

32 Canal Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

New Hotel Bellevue
EUROPEAN PLAN CENTRAL LOCATION
BEACON STREET, NEAR TREMONT
BOSTON, MASS.

Jewelry for Young Ladies, Gifts for Every Occasion.
Prices for All Games.
Wrist Baxes, Pocket Books, Card Cases, Opera Glasses, Umbrellas, Personal Card and Class Engraving.
Inducements are Quality, Style, Price.

24 Winter St., Boston.
NEW SILKS
and CREPES
for 1903.
A most unusual exhibit of new and charming fabrics from Japan on sale Monday at 8.30, A.M.

HATCH'S,
Orientalists and Rug Merchants. Entire Building, Five Floors,
43 and 45 Summer Street.
ALUMNAE NOTES.

Miss Augusta H. Blanchard '06, is teaching in a private school in Oakland, California.

Miss Bertha Mae Stevens, '02, is studying in the Lowell Training School.

Mrs. Anna Brown Lindsay, '81, will soon leave Philadelphia for Porto Rico, where Professor Lindsay is Commissioner of Education.

Miss Olive C. Ambler, 1901, is teaching English in the Groton (Mass.) High School.

Miss Bertha E. Davis, 1902, is training assistant in the Wellesley High School.

Miss Helen M. Bennett, '98, is Superintendent of Schools in Dead-wood, South Dakota.

Miss Clara Louise Warren, '85, has resigned her position in Rock-ford and will spend the remainder of the year studying at Chicago University.

Miss Harriette Pratt, formerly of 1901, is spending the winter in Paris.

Miss Winifred Meyer, '86, is teaching in the Chautauqua Hall School in Boston.

The present address of Mrs. Jessie Morgan Eakin, '89, is Cresco, Iowa, where her husband has recently accepted a pastorate.

The Buffalo Wellesley Club.

The Christmas meeting of the Buffalo Wellesley Club took place at the home of the president, Miss Jennie W. Cottle of North street, December 20. Miss Harriette Poole, president of the Western New York branch of the Association of College Alumnae, made an address on College Work, with special reference to her association which is conducting the College Creche at Goodell and Ellis streets. Miss Georgia Hoover sang. The club voted to endow a bed at the College Creche.

The Chicago Wellesley Club.

The Chicago Wellesley Club held its midwinter meeting on the afternoon of December 27, in the studio of Miss John Vance Cheney. Wellesley students home for the holidays, and prospective students from nearby preparatory schools, guests of the afternoon, were cordially greeted by the women of the club. The students' Wellesley was most interestingly presented by Miss Louise Hunter, '04, who spoke of recent changes—the heating plant, the New Norumbega, Student Government, the reorganized athletics, the hope for Yassar debate—all the signs of a gratifying advance. Official Wellesley news was brought by Mrs. Adaion Emerson Thompson, a member of the Chicago Club. Mrs. Thompson presented in a most forceful way the great need of the college for money to carry on needed improvements.

Mrs. Martha Foot Crowe, Dean of Women at North Western University, voiced the sorrow of Wellesley women by a beautiful tribute to the life of Mrs. Alice Freeman Palmer.

BIRTH.


MARRIAGES.

RIGLEY—CRAWFORD.—December 31, 1902, at Owosso, Michigan, Miss Lois E. Bigley, '90, to Mr. Adriel Crawford.

CAROL—HALL.—January 7, 1903, at Cambridge, Massachusetts, Miss Lucile Carol, '99, to Mr. Walter Atwood Hall, Harvard '96, of Lynn, Massachusetts.

This space reserved for Wright & Ditson, dealers in Athletic Goods, 344 Washington Street, Boston.

Send for Catalogue of Skating Goods.

HOTEL TOURAINE, Boylston and Tremont Sts.

PARKER HOUSE, School and Tremont Sts.

YOUNG'S HOTEL, Court Street.

A. SHUMAN & CO., Boston


Shuman Corner, Washington and Summer Streets.

LUNCHEON.

Nelson L. Martin

OAK GROVE CREAMERY CO.

445 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

Everything we serve in our 25¢ room is the choicest and best that can be bought, regardless of price.

The Berkeley Hotel,

Berkeley and Boylston Streets.

Modern in Every Detail.

Restaurant for Ladies. Entrance on Boylston Street.

JOHN A. SHERLOCK.

MISS STASIA ENRIGHT,

Manicuring, Shampooing, Artistic Hair Dressing.

Dealers in Hair Goods and Toilet Articles, Facial Treatments.

MARCEL WAVE A SPECIALTY.

2A Park Street, Room 3, Boston.

T. D. COOK & CO.

CATERERS.

AVON STREET, Boston.

Teas and Spreads.

RAYMOND BARBER. PICTURES FRAMED

All the Fruits

At

In Their Season.

Washington St., Wellesley.

Mrs. H. E. Curriers'

Grove Street, Wellesley.

John H. Pray & Sons Co.

FINE CARPETINGS;

ORIENTAL and DOMESTIC RUGS,

UPHOLSTERY GOODS.

Pray Building, Boston.

646 Washington Street, opposite Boylston.
EXCHANGES.

The "Prize Essay" begins to walk abroad in the land of our exchanges, and we mention in particular the one entitled "Equal Suffrage" in the Mt. Holyoke and "Hawthorne's Tales of New England" in the Yale Lit. for January. "A Stranger in the Land" is a well-written story in the latter magazine, and one that contains much food for thought for a mind given to meditation.

Read the article on "Education of Women" in the Monthly Marrow for this month, and see what you think of it! The whole number of this magazine is well worth reading, particularly because it is characterized by a certain breezy vigor all too often lacking in our eastern college publications.

But right here the editor wishes to enter a plea for more careful proof-reading of which many of the magazines we receive stand sorely in need. It does not, for example, induce a reverent mood to read the word spelled "revenently" and often the charm of a really good bit of description is utterly spoiled, or one is thrown entirely off a train of sound and serious reasoning, merely by an overlooked error in spelling, punctuation, or grammar. It's a slight matter, perhaps, but it counts!

Musical and Theatrical Notes.

TREMONT THEATRE.—Henrietta Crosman in "The Sword of the King."

BOSTON THEATRE.—In Old Kentucky.

BOSTON MUSEUM.—A Country Girl.

HOLLIS STREET.—Mrs. Carter in Du Barry.

COLONIAL THEATRE.—Richard Mansfield in "Julius Cesar."

Symphony Concert.

THIRTEENTH REHEARSAL AND CONCERT.

Friday afternoon, January 30, at 2.30 o'clock. Saturday evening, January 31, at 8 o'clock.

PROGRAM.

Fibich, Overture.........................."A Night in Carlstein."

(First Time.)

Mackenzie........................................Concerto for Violin

Beethoven........................................Andante Cantabile

Tchaikowsky......................................Suite No. 3

Soloist, Mr. T. Adamowski.

Bates and Guild who have made such a success of "Masters in Art," have with the opening of the new year, issued the first of their new publication, "Masters in Music," which bids fair to be equally successful. In each issue a picture of one of the "Masters" is given with a sketch of his life, a discussion of his principal works, and representative selections from them. It is gladly welcomed as filling a long felt want.

DURING MID YEARS

The Wellesley Inn

Will Pay Especial Attention
to Lunches served in its Tea Room at all hours of the day and evening, or sent up to the rooms.

HOT SOUPS, SANDWICHES, BROILED MEATS, SALADS, GRIDDLE CAKES.

E. T. SLATTERY CO.

Call Special Attention to their Neckwear at Reasonable Prices, As Useful and Acceptable Gifts.

Also BLACK LYNX, MARTIN, CHINCHILLA, FOX & BEAR NECKSCARFS & MUFFS

Usual 10 per cent. Discount to Wellesley College Girls.

154 and 155 Tremont Street, Boston.